Internet access should be a human
right.
9spaceking (PRO)
I NT RODUCT I ON
I have never ever used this layout method of debating bef ore. Nevertheless, we should
all try something new at times, no?
The internet has helped us oh so much. The
website, http://www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm, helps us get an idea of how important
the internet is and how popular it is. Here are some basic facts from that website (Statistics from
December 31, 2013):
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But without further
ado, I hand the
debate over to my
opponent, who will
accept, ask for
definitions, and
clarify, as the
debate rules say.

Good luck...

DebatingMaster (CON)

I ntroduction
This will be a very interesting debate. I will be arguing against that 'Internet access should be a
human right'. I will provide my arguments in the next round.

Def initions
Internet: The global network connecting computers. We all know what it is. [1].
Internet Access: Access, and ability to interact, with the internet. It does include wifi, as long one
is able to access and interact with wifi-provided internet.
Human Rights: The fundamental rights by being a human, such as rights to life, rights which
cannot be removed or created by government. [2].

[1] www.webopedia.com/TERM/I/Internet.html
[2] www.businessdictionary.com/definition/human-rights.html

Looking forward to a good debate!

9spaceking (PRO)

As I outlined in the previous round, the internet helps THE WORLD, generally speaking, in many
ways.
For the government, they have databases to keep records of criminals, or terrorism attacks, and
access them easily. Plus, they can communicate quickly over the internet and be able to tell each
other information about their plans.
As for the people, this is obvious. They can access much information and learn the recent news
very well on the internet. They can even debate online, or for people who are bored, there are
games out there for them to play. People can also communicate with each other, and even if they
are separated physically by thousands of miles, they can still easily "talk" to each other.
The society can release news, as obviously. They can also have community webpages so that you
know their updates and can contact them without meeting them face to face.
It must be noted that, as this website shows:
http://www.thewire.com/technology/2011/06/united-nations-wikileaks-internet-humanrights/38526/, The internet access is already recognized as a human right by the United Nations.
What right is it? The right to express. You see, whether accessing databases, viewing or posting
comments to blog, communicating to each other, the internet is indeed basically a vast, easier

version of expression.
The right to express oneself is outright stated in the Bill of Rights. [source:
https://www.aclu.org/free-speech/your-right-free-expression]
Therefore it is easily concluded, that, the internet is not only incredibly helpful, but it also helps us
express ourselves, one of our basic rights.
Onto you, DebatingMaster.

DebatingMaster (CON)
-The bar for a right is pretty high-

Rebuttals
As I outlined in the previous round, the internet helps T HE WORLD, generally speaking,
in many ways.
For the government, they have databases to keep records of criminals, or terrorism
attacks, and access them easily. Plus, they can communicate quickly over the internet
and be able to tell each other inf ormation about their plans.
That isn't what a right is. A right is something that everyone should have, not just governments.
Of course the government needs to have access to the internet (which, they pay for).
As f or the people, this is obvious. T hey can access much inf ormation and learn the
recent news very well on the internet. T hey can even debate online, or f or people who
are bored, there are games out there f or them to play. People can also communicate
with each other, and even if they are separated physically by thousands of miles, they
can still easily "talk" to each other.
That would be classified more as entertainment, or something non-vital. For something to be a
fundamental right, it has to be pretty bad without it. Games, news, or even chatter via internet
wouldn't be comparable to other rights. For example, is there a right against boredom? Besides,
wouldn't a mobile phone be a better alternative as a right based on communication?
T he society can release news, as obviously. T hey can also have community webpages
so that you know their updates and can contact them without meeting them f ace to
f ace.
News is also something (mostly) for entertainment. Even when it is important, it is still not
comparable to other rights at all.

I t must be noted that, as this website shows: http://www.thewire.com/
technology/2011/06/united-nations-wikileaks-internet-human-rights/38526/, T he
internet access is already recognized as a human right by the United Nations. What
right is it? T he right to express. You see, whether accessing databases, viewing or
posting comments to blog, communicating to each other, the internet is indeed
basically a vast, easier version of expression.
You may express your views in any way, however, the ways to express should not need to be
provided to you. For example, you can obviously talk face to face (without limitation), but would it
become a right to provide everyone with every way possible to express? Just because we have
the right to express doesn't mean we should gain access to every means to express. It is just that
our expression should not be restricted.
T he right to express oneself is outright stated in the Bill of Rights. [source:
https://www.aclu.org/f ree-speech/your-right-f ree-expression]
T heref ore it is easily concluded, that, the internet is not only incredibly helpf ul, but it
also helps us express ourselves, one of our basic rights.
Onto you, DebatingMaster.

Arguments
What you're doing is lowering the bar of a right. What a right is the the basic of the
most basic things humans need. I nternet is a luxury - it is not necessary at all f or
human survival/basic f undamental rights.
However useful the internet may seem for us - it is not the basic of the basic rights. Paper is
useful too, but what tells us that paper access should be a right?
Example of rights we agree on:
Life
Freedom of speech
Freedom from torture
etc. These protect you from unnecessary harm.
If I asked you - would you prefer to have the right of life and freedom from torture - or access to
internet? The answer is obvious. These things are incomparable to access to internet. What does
the internet provide? Communication, and news for the most part. Communication does not have
to be done via internet. Could you tell me one time where if you missed one internet article of
news it would cause you direct harm? Even if you could name one, if the right to life weren't

news it would cause you direct harm? Even if you could name one, if the right to life weren't
there, you could imagine what would happen. Turmoil everywhere.
As you can see, the internet is a method of advanced communication/recreation which is not
necessary at all, as a basic, basic, right. As helpful as it may be, it is not necessary.

9spaceking (PRO)
Could you tell me one time where if you missed one internet article of news it
would cause you direct harm?
If there was an immediate earthquake coming or some tornado going to swipe your way,
certainly you would need to go online to see the news/report that they are coming.

It is just that our expression should not be restricted.
Exactly, so why restrict internet expression? Let us express ourselves on the internet freely. Let us
have the right to internet access.

http://occidentalweekly.com/opinions/2013/03/05/21st-century-high-speed-internet-a-necessitynot-a-luxury/
The source above clearly complain about bad internet speed. Imagine how much complaint the
article would give if people couldn't access the internet at all! It would be a disaster! Nowadays
within not only school, but also in work, assignments have to be done on the internet. Without the
internet, students would get terrible grades, fail their classes, and many people would lose their
jobs. We need the internet; it has to be a human right.

DebatingMaster (CON)
Rebuttal
Could you tell me one time where if you missed one internet article of news it would
cause you direct harm?
I f there was an immediate earthquake coming or some tornado going to swipe your
way, certainly you would need to go online to see the news/report that they are
coming.
Sure, but if a event that big were going to be happen, then it would be everywhere: for example,

Sure, but if a event that big were going to be happen, then it would be everywhere: for example,
radio. Internet, would only be one, of many ways to access news.
I t is just that our expression should not be restricted.
Exactly, so why restrict internet expression? Let us express ourselves on the internet
f reely. Let us have the right to internet access.
http://occidentalweekly.com/opinions/2013/03/05/21st-century-high-speed-internet-anecessity-not-a-luxury/
I have already explained that people don't need internet access provided to them: I do agree
internet expression should not be restricted (as in, not allow, to people who can otherwise
access), and that is NOT the same as people should be provided internet (right). Put simply, I
have 10 people, 5 have internet access and 5 don't. Now, what I don't support is cutting down
internet access for those 5 who already have internet access, but, I do not support having a right
so that the 5 people without internet access have access placed right in front of them, to
everyone.
T he source above clearly complain about bad internet speed. I magine how much
complaint the article would give if people couldn't access the internet at all! I t would
be a disaster! Nowadays within not only school, but also in work, assignments have to
be done on the internet. Without the internet, students would get terrible grades, f ail
their classes, and many people would lose their jobs. We need the internet; it has to be
a human right.
Assignments need to be done on the internet: now tell me why it is so detrimental for
assignments to be done on paper? And now, compare that to the right of life. Just because
internet may be of a benefit doesn't mean its one of those fundamental things, a luxury car is a
benefit so now let's make it a right? Besides, right now you're arguing the internet should exist,
and that's off topic. Of course it should exist. But that doesn't mean it should become a right.
Also, buisnesses that need computers need to buy them themselves, and provide it to the
employees for appropriate use.

Arguments
There are millions of things that need dealing with, and are more important than internet access.
You'd see lack of water, lack of food, lack of sanitation and much more at the top of the list, and
nowhere would you find lack of internet access. Before we decide to add internet to our rights
and start creating billions of computers, spare a thought to those people malnourished, our have

and start creating billions of computers, spare a thought to those people malnourished, our have
a lack of water. What use does a luxury internet and a device to access it have any use to them?
What they really need is water, food. There are 900 million people chronicly undernourished [1], a
similar number of people lack sufficient water access, and what's worse, millions die from that
[2].

Also, sanitation does even worse. A third of the world doesn't have adequate santiation [3] All of
this shows just how many people lack the most basic things. I have a question for you: is the
internet so important that people die without it at a million rate? Or that you believe that the
internet access should be rolled out and billions spent on it while other far more important issues
are left unresolved?

Our money would be spent far better on cheaper, clean water, sanitation, and food for those
lacking it than internet access becoming a fundamental right, and providing global internet access
(and something to access it) for all people.

[1] http://www.worldhunger.org/articles/Learn/world%20hunger%20facts%202002.htm
[2] http://water.org/water-crisis/water-facts/water/
[3] http://www.unicef.org/wash/

9spaceking (PRO)
"Internet, would only be one, of many ways to access news."
Still, the most justified option for a government would to allow as many ways for people to get
the news, no?

"But that doesn't mean it should become a right."
If the internet should exist and is helpful, then why should we not make it a right?

My opponent opens up special pleading cases about different, more "important" topics, as he
says. Of course these take priority over internet access. It still doesn't stop the argument that at
least it SHOULD be a human right. Even if it can't be right now, eventually, in the far future, when
almost everyone lives with the basic food rights, and the death rate is maybe only 100 or so per

year from starvation and thirst, then internet access will be ideal and it will succeed.

DebatingMaster (CON)
Rebuttal
"I nternet, would only be one, of many ways to access news."Still, the most justif ied
option f or a government would to allow as many ways f or people to get the news, no?
Why would the government need to allow as many ways as possible when 1 way covers all
important happenings? Why not spend that money on other more important things (addressed
R3)?

"But that doesn't mean it should become a right."I f the internet should exist and is
helpf ul, then why should we not make it a right?
I have already explained to you 2 times, I will repeat: air conditioning and heating and luxury cars
should exist, and are helpful, but there is a reason they aren't rights.
My opponent opens up special pleading cases about dif f erent, more
"important" topics, as he says. Of course these take priority over
internet access. I t still doesn't stop the argument that at least it
SHOULD be a human right. Even if it can't be right now, eventually, in
the f ar f uture, when almost everyone lives with the basic f ood rights,
and the death rate is maybe only 100 or so per year f rom starvation and
thirst, then internet access will be ideal and it will succeed.
Firstly, my opponent has agreed that:
those (water, food etc.) issues are more important than lack of internet

Now, those (water, food, etc.) issues need dealing first and should be dealt with (agreed).
Internet access, while beneficial, should not be a right and is not par to the issues
aforementioned. Saying that internet access may not be able become a right now refutes your
own point the internet access should become a right. If I should do something, that means there
is an obligation or duty for me to do it [1]. If something should be come a human right, it is
correct to become a human right. And if something is correct, it should be done NOW (unless
specified otherwise). Something that is impossible is thus not 'correct'. For example, magically

expanding the Earth to solve overpopulation is not possible, and so I wouldn't say it should be
done, or is correct. [1] Besides, how can you even tell that malnutrition etc will be gone? Due to
overpopulation, it might even worsen!

Basically I can sum up my opponents arguments which consists of two parts:
Internet access is beneficial.
Something that is beneficial should be a right (clearly refuted).

Arguments
Cost - the cost of providing internet access to everyone (actual connection + medium to access
it). Let's first calculate the cost of the actual connection. A extremely cheap cost of internet
access, and is unarguable, is $100 per person, a year. The figures are more around $2000 a year.
We've got 7 billion people, so that's 700 billion dollars a year! And with the cheapest medium to
access this connection, at $50 a person (unarguable), that would be 350 billion dollars! Those
substantial sums would obviously be better spent on other, more important, issues. That much
spent, when alternatives that are reliable (such as radio) are available.

Abuse- The moment you put internet access as a right - free for all, abuse happens everywhere.
Since you can't be kicked out of the internet, you, literally can do anything you want to do. ISPs
have nothing to do to prevent that - they cannot kick you out of the connection. Mass (and
sometimes illegal) downloads happen everywhere, some just trolls uploading and downloading
huge terabyte files on many computers to give others a connectivity issue, and waste even more
money. Prisoners have the function to use the internet to plan with other prisoners, and outsiders,
an attack, and other disasters. And prisoners planning an escape attack can't be punished (or
even their connection cut) - because the internet would be a right - and it's fundamental - so it
can't be removed. Chaos, mass chaos would occur.

Internet being a right would not only remove emphasis on other more important issues, waste
money, create massive chaos and abuse, but also devalue what is a human right.

[1] https://www.google.com.au/search?client=ubuntu&channel=fs&q=define+should&ie=utf8&oe=utf-8&gfe_rd=cr&ei=kVZcVIL2IMmN8QeyzICoAw

9spaceking (PRO)
Even if we have internet access as a right, that doesn't mean we have to buy computers for
everyone. We can just make sure they have access to a computer--maybe through a common
computer hub center within each city. It's not like everyone will be able to go on a computer at
the same time. That way, we can efficiently make sure people have rights to internet access while
still being cost efficient.

DebatingMaster (CON)
Rebuttal
Even if we have internet access as a right, that doesn't mean we have to
buy computers f or everyone. We can just make sure they have access to a
computer--maybe through a common computer hub center within each city.
As a right, everyone needs to be able to access the internet at any time. The hub has significant
problems fulfilling that. Firstly, some people may hog the computers all day long, preventing
others from getting on the computers (the people who hog the computers cannot be kicked off
due to internet access being a right). Secondly, you'd need to provide everyone access to the
hub, for access to the internet. If they cannot manage to get to the hub, and no help is given,
that is the same as denying them internet access, violating the right. So you'd need to fund taxis,
give out train passes, and much more. That also includes releasing prisoners. Thirdly, the hub
needs to have it's operation continued at night (to ensure internet access at any time). And any
sort of transport to the hub needs to be continued at night too. Besides, how many computers
would you need per hub? 1 per person, if everyone comes on at the same time (which you need
to assume). What a waste of money. Any other guaranteed access to the internet for each
person would involve buying one computer for a person.

I t's not like everyone will be able to go on a computer at the same
time. T hat way, we can ef f iciently make sure people have rights to
internet access while still being cost ef f icient.
As a right, everyone NEEDS to be able to go on at any time they wish. If they can't, that's a

violation of a right.

Conclusion
Internet access is not comparable to other rights. The vital freedoms, such as freedom of
speech, are incomparable to the right to internet access, in terms of importance. A simple which
would you rather would tell you which ones are important. Would you want your freedom of
speech restricted, or have no internet access? The answer is obvious.

There are millions of things that are more important and need dealing with such as water, food
or sanitation. Wasting lots of dollars on internet access is just silly - important issues are left
undealt with, even though there is apparently enough money to fund internet access. Simply, it is
not possible to properly implement internet as a right without problems, and so the $$$ get
wasted! So, with so much money being spent, would you rather get nothing (the unsuccessful
implementation of the internet as a right), or food, water, and proper sanitation? The answer is
simple.

A internet access right will cost billions of dollars a year. You know the cost it takes to access the
internet. $2000 dollars a year? However, I'll take it down to $100 a year - the cheapest accessible.
And $50 for a medium to access. Times that by 7 billion (people). That equals $1t for the first
year, and $700b for every subsequent year. That much money wasted on internet access, rather
than the basics.

A internet access right would suffer from mass abuse the moment it is implemented. Since you
can do anything you want on the internet - and cannot be kicked out, there is a lot of disturbance
that can be caused. It includes trolling, disrupting other people's connections, prisoners using the
internet to plan escape attacks (sometimes encrypted) and much more. You never know the limits
of the abuse possible.

Pro has not provided a conclusion as stated in the rules.

Thanks for the debate!

Vote Con!

Vote Con!

